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Washington, DC

March 13, 1975

by

Gene H. McCal 1

The advantages of fusion energy have been dis-

cussed many times and it sometimes appears that fu-

sion research is similar to the search for the holy

grai 1 when we speak of unlimited power for the next

millions of years.

Allow me to make a simple comparison (Table I)

however between fusion fuels and the fossil fuels

that we know now. One gallon of gasoline, when

burned, produces 128 000 8tu of heat, which is char-

acteristic of fossile fuels. If we extract the nat-

urally occurring deuterium in one gallon of gasoline

and burn it to completion in a fusion reaction, we

would obtain 9 000 000 8tu in heat. In obtaining

this energy, we’ve done very little to the gasoline

and 99.98% of it is still left. This points up the

fact that fuel mining for fusion reactors produces

no environmental impact. I don’t propose that we

conserve gasoline so that we can later burn it in fu-

sion reactors, ordinary water would do just as well,

TA8LE I

WHY FUSION?

1 GALLON OF GASOLINE PRODUCES 1.28000 BTU WHEN

BURNED,

NATURALLY OCCURRING DEUTER:UM IN ONE GALLON OF

GASOLINE WOULD PRODUCE 9000000 BTU IN FUSION

REACTIONS, AND 99.98 PERCENT OF THE GALLON IS

LEFT,

FUEL MINING PRODUCES NO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,

but this points out that a gallon of natural water

contains more energy than 100 gallons of gasoline.

When the idea of laser fusion was first con-

ceived, it was believed possible to proceed along a

logical line of development to power generation in

fusion reactors driven by lasers, and we established

the laser fusion program to meet this goal. A major

feature of laser fusion research which distinguishes

it from many other research programs, however, is a

large number of unexpected spinoffs that have oc-

curred in the few years that the program has been in

existence. I show these schematically in Fig. 1.
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For example, laser isotope separation was devised as

a direct result of trying to understand laser chem-

istry and lasers themselves. Laser isotope separa-

tion, as has been pointed out, can have an important

impact on nuclear power generation, can result in

the separation of medical isotopes, and already has

had a major impact on the spectroscopy of molecules.

Techniques developed in the isotope separation pro-

gram have resulted in new descriptions of molecules

and more accurate studies of their chemical reac-

tions.

Most of the laser fusion groups in the world

are also working on x-ray lasers; x-ray lasers, gen-

erally, will initially use lasers of the type con-

structed for fusion research to drive them. The

fabrication of a successful x-ray laser could lead

to very high resolution, three-dimensional medical

x-ray photography, and could eliminate much of the

guesswork in radiography. It wil 1 also be extremely

important in studying biological and medical prob-

lems such as the structure of DNA.

Laser induced chemical reactions have already

been generated, and it may be possible to use laser

chemistry in industrial processes to produce prod-

ucts that are almost 100% the desired product. This

wil 1 significantly reduce the cost of processing re-

quired to purify industrial materials. It also

seems likely that laser induced chemistry can be

used to generate materials that previously have been

found only in biological specimens.

Another direct outgrowth of the laser fusion is

the invention of fast pulse diagnostics, which were

originally designed to measure the length of the

very short pulses generated for fusion experiments.

These pulses may exist only for the amount of time

required for light to travel an eighth of an inch.

Using the instruments developed for these measure-

ments, much work has been done in photochemistry in

an attempt to unravel the processes that occur after

the absorption of light. At Los Alamos,work is

being carried on in photosynthesis, and for the

first time, in both chemical chlorophyll and in

living algae, it has been possible to observe the

absorption of light by a living cell and the trans-

fer of this energy into the reaction center of the

cel 1. Since photosynthesis is the most efficient

use of sunlight known to man, it is possible that

studies of this type wil 1 result in more efficient

use of solar power than is presently envisioned with

solar collectors. Also, we know that hydrogen and

methane are produced by plants, and through studies

of this type we may find how they do it and how it

can be done artificially and efficiently. Of course,

this type of excitation transfer study is also appli-

cable to excitation along DNA chains, which relates

to cancer research. The study of photosynthesis is

closely tied to the world’s food chains, and because

of the world’s food shortages these research projects

have become much more important. Finally, it is

known that some petrol eum products are produced from

algae; a fact which opens a whole line of fuel pro-

duction research.

The other branch on my tree is laser develop-

ment, which, here, is a very short one, but it is

completely open-ended. We have already developed

greatly improved optical coatings and we have de-

veloped optical materials that are much more uniform

and much clearer than those produced before. The

results of these developments should appear in cam-

eras, microscopes, and other optical instruments

within the next few years. The new laser branch is

a very short one but, considering the developments

that have already come from laser research, the

possibilities here are limitless.

At Los Alamos we have always felt that a suc-

cessful laser fusion program will be a combination

of various projects. First, we must develop large

lasers that are capable of generating energy in

short pulses at power levels large enough to implode

fusion targets. Second, experiments on the inter-

action of high-intensity laser light with matter

must be done as the lasers are being developed, and

new experimental results must be incorporated into

laser designs. Third, advanced research programs,

which will eventually produce new lasers capable of

operating power plants, must be carried on. We be-

lieve we have achieved the near optimum mix of these

three categories at Los Alamos. At each stage of

laser development, beginning with low-energy Nd:Glass

systems and proceeding to multikilojoule C02 sys-

tems in the next year or so, we have suspended laser

construction to do target experiments to make sure

that we understand the interaction physics before

proceeding. The highlights of the Los Alamos laser

fusion program are shown in Table II. Pellet com-

pression experiments have been done with Nd:Glass

)
. ..
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TABLE II

H16HL1GHTSOF LASLlXER FIIS1ONPRDGRNI

“ FIRST PELLET COMPRESSION WITH SINGLE-BEAN ND: GIASS
USER. f{OV. 1973,

● COMPRESSIONSOF 50-100 WITH 2-BS.AM200-JOUU Ho: 6LASS

.

.

.

.

USER IN CURRENT EXPERIMENTS,

PELLET FASRICA71 ON 7ECHNIOUES HAVE BEEN PERFECTEO FOR

TIT-FILLED MIcROiIALLOONs ANU HORE COMPLEX TARGETS ANO

ARE IN USE, TARGET DESIGNS ARE BASw ON USE OF EXTENSIVE

CONPUTER PHYSICS SIMULATION cODES ,

NEUTRONS HAVE BEEN GENEIWED lN ((IZ LASER TARGET

EXPERIMENTS, JUNE 1974.

TWO-BSM, 250’3-JouLE,C02 LASER SYSTEM IN FINAL ASSEMBLY

AND CHECKOUT PHASE. TARGETCOMPRESSIONEXPERIMENTS
SUMMER1975,

EIGNT-BEAJi, 10 000-Jouu. l-NANOSECOtk CO. IASER FACILIW

1S UNTAEff CONSTRUCTION, COMPLETION 1976.‘H;GH-PELLET

CONPRESS 10N ANO PoSSIBLY S lGN lFI CANT TN BURN EXPECTSO ,

l/29/75

lasers and the first indication of compression was

achieved in November of ’73 with the first data on

compression being taken in October of 1973. With

our two-beam, 200-J Nd:Glass laser we are currently

measuring compressions of 50 to 100 times. We have

perfected pellet fabrication techniques for genera-

ting deuterium and tritium fil led targets and have

also built and used more complex targets than the

simple glass microballoons which were used in the

early experiments. These targets designs are based

on the use of extensive computer modeling codes, an

approach which has been very successful in the past.

Using the C02 l-ns, 150-J laser, we have for the

first time generated neutrons with a carbon dioxide

laser in June of 1974. A two-beam, 2500-J carbon

dioxide laser system is now undergoing electrical

test at Los Alamos and should be ready for target

experiments this sunsner. Also under construction is

an 8-beam, 10 000-J C02 laser scheduled fOr Coi’nplr?-

tion in 1976. Using this laser we expect very high

pellet compression and, possibly, significant thermo-

nuclear burn.

The laser development program at Los Alamos is

primarily devoted to C02 lasers. As shown in Table

III,we have used glass lasers at 100 J,150 ps for

early experiments to understand the absorption of

TABLE 111

APPL1CATIO!KOF IASERSAT LOS ALA!KIS

EARLYEXPERIMENTS GLASSIASERS (1OO-J,150-PS)

REQUIREDFUSION

POWERLEVELS

ECONOMY

IWE BEEN USETITO UNDERSTANil

I(OIILASERLIGHT IS ABSORBED

AND HOW PELLETSARE HEATEDAND

CCFIPRESSEO

CC12LASERS(200-J,1-Ns) HAVE

BEEN USEDTO DETERMINEHOW THE

WAVELENGTH,OR COLOR,AFFECTS

THESEPROCESSESANO HOW TO MODIFY

PELL13DESIGNTO CC+lPE..SATEFOR

DELITER1OUSEFFECTSe

THESESTUDIESARE IN PROGRESS

AND PRELIMINARYWORK IS VERY

ENCOURAGING

NEW LASERSARE BEIN6SOLIGHTTO

IMPROVETHE EFFICIENCYAND COST

EFFECTIVENESSFOR ECONOMIC

ELECTRICPOWERGE!!ERATION.

laser light by matter and to understand how pellets

are heated and compressed by laser radiation. To

reach the power levels required for significant fu-

sion reactions, we plan to use carbon dioxide lasers.

We have used them at the 200-J, l-ns level to deter-

mine how the wavelength, or color, of the light af-

fects the target processes and how pellet designs

must be modified to compensate for the deleterious

effects of the long wavelength produced by this

laser. The studies are still in progress but the

preliminary work is very encouraging and we feel

that the wavelength problem will not prevent the

successful use of C02 lasers in fusion research.

Neither of these lasers is efficient enough for

power production and the search for new lasers is

constantly going on.

A comparison of various types of lasers is

shown in Table IV. The Nd:Glas$ laser system has

a measured efficiency of about 0.02%, and because

of this severe limit on the efficiency it is possi-

ble to build lasers with energies only up to about

10 kJ. Even these lasers suffer from problems of

damage to the laser system in normal operation and

incur a high operating expense. The C02 laser has

3



TABLE IV

SllGllT
PULSE PMCTISAL

XEASUSED ENERGY
USER EFFICIENCY LIHIT PRCW.ERS— —.

NEODY?IILM-GMSS ,02% 10 KJ 04WE TO USES, EXPENSE

CAASON llIOXIOE 1.7X lLII K.J LLI16 WUEN6TH, OPTKS

FUTURECONTENDERS WISE TIM 5 YE4RSAIIAY).—

NYDSWN FUJCMOE 5X 100IKJ MTERIALS. IWELENGTN

(LONGFUSE) (ESTIIWE)

OXYGEN 3-5x sod F.KASYEXTRACTION,IMIRITIES

(LLW PU15E)

been operated at Los Alamos with an efficiency of

1.7% in a l-ns pulse, and it appears possible to

build this laser in energies as large as 100 kJ. It

has the disadvantage that the wavelength is very

long--lO times as long as the Nd:Glass system--and

target design for this laser is difficult but not

impossible. It’s also more difficult to obtain high-

quality optics in the far-infared than it is in the

visible or near-infrared.

Let me emphasize that only two lasers exist to-

day which can be built in sizes large enough for

significant thermonuclear yield. These are the Nd:

Glass system and the C02 system. Other lasers that

have been discussed as candidates for power reactor

lasers or the new generation of fusion lasers are at

least five years away and perhaps longer. I do not

mean that in five years we will have new lasers in

large sizes; I mean that in five years we will know

enough of the technology to begin designing such

lasers. Two possible contenders for the future,

that we feel are attractive, are the hydrogen-

fluoride and oxygen lasers. The hydrogen-fluoride

system is a chemical laser and obtains its energy

from chemical reaction rather than electrical power.

This laser has been operated in a joint experiment

between Sandia Laboratories and Los Alamos at an

efficiency of about 5%. This is conversion of chem-

ical energy from hydrogen and fluorine into laser

light, but it was done with the very long pulse.

The simplicity of the chemical system, however, is

such that it may be possible to build such a laser

in 1-MJ sizes. There are some significant problems

with materials and handling of the corrosive gases,

I
and alsothe wavelength is somewhat longer than that

of Nd:Glass. The oxygen laser operates in the vis-

ible and has been operated with an efficiency of 3

to 5% in a long pulse. It may be possible to build

it in sizes as large as 50 kJ but there are problems

with energy extraction and it is very sensitive to

impurities in the gas mixture.

A comparison of the Los Alamos C02 laser systems

with those which have been built in other locations

is shown in Table V. The relevant parameter for

such a laser system is really power, it is not

strictly energy, and when I have spoken of energy

earlier I have assumed that this energy is delivered

in a time short enough to be used in laser fusion

research. I quote power in this case because for

most of the lasers listed here the pulses are not

short enough to be used for laser fusion. In fact,

when one speaks of energy, the energy produced by

the lights in this hearing room during the time of

these hearings will probably exceed the total energy

produced by operating the lasers everywhere in the

world. Using power as the relevant parameter we

can see that AVCO has produced a very large laser

which operates at about 2 J/ns. At the Limeil Lab-

oratory, outside Paris, there is an operating C02

system at 3 J/ns. In Canada there is a C02 laser

system at the Defense Research Establishment in

Valcartier operating nowat 5 J/ns. The Naval Re-

search Laboratory and the Lawrence Livermore Labora-

tory have systems very similar to one another; the

NRL system is now operating at 25 J/ns and the Liver-

more .system at 50. The Los Alamos target laser which

has been used for target experiments is currently

operating at 250 J/ns. The projected sequence of

TABLE V

High-powerC9&L!2SQ&5.bXll?

AVCO

LIMEIL (Fronce)

DREV (Conodo)

NRL

LLL

LASL

2 JAw

3J/ns

5 J/ns

25 J/ns

50 J/ns

250J/ns

c

b

---

. .

. .

. .
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C02 laser construction at Los Alamos is shown in

Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. Figure 2 shows the current

target laser, the 250-J laser, which is large on the

scale of existing lasers. The window that you see in

front is approximately 10 inches in diameter, the

white area here, which contains the gas lasing medi-

um, is about 6 feet long and behind it there is

another 40 feet of various electrical equipment,

laser preamplifiers, oscillators, etc. The next

step in the progression is shown in the 2-1/2-kJ C02

system currently undergoing electrical checkout in a

converted reactor test building at Los Alamos. The

driver stage preamplifiers are underneath the floor

in a large pit originally used for testing reactors

cores. This is a two-beam system, each beam approx-

imately a foot in diameter, and the amplifier stages

are 6 feet long. This module forms the basis for

the 10-kJ C02 system shown in Fig. 4. By arranging

four of the 2-1/2-J modules together we will obtain

a 10-kJ, l-ns target irradiation facility which

should be operating in 1976. At this point, we have

changed the design of the lasers and the next photo-

graph shows an artist’s conception of the high-en-

ergy gas laser facility, or 100-kJ system. You can

see the increase in scale by observing the size of

the man shown near the target chamber. Our first

target chambers at LASL were approximately 4 inches

in diameter--this one is almost 20 feet in diameter

and is driven by 6 beams, each of which is 4 feet

across. The status of the 100-kJ facility is shown

in Table VI. It was authorized in 1975 at 22.6

million, and we are now near the end of the pre-

title one design study which should provide us with

firm cost estimates on the system. This study will

be completed in April, and we should receive an up-

dated cost estimate in May of ’75. It appears there

will be some cost increases which are the result of

escalation only. Changes in design of the laser

system and building to make the facility more eco-

nomical have allowed us to hold the cost very near

the original estimate; however, we did not receive

the operating funds required to proceed on schedule

so the effect of inflation is greater than antici-

pated. Preliminary laser design is in progress, and

we are also operating an experimental program to

determine which target designs will be useful for

producing significant thermonuclear yield with this

system.

TABLE VI

HIGH-ENERGYGAS LASERFACILITY

AUTHORIZEDIN FY75AT $2206MILLION

PRE-TITLEI DESIGNSTUDY- COMPLETEAPRIL ’75

UPDATEDCOST ESTIMATE- M4Y ’75

(COSTINCREASESARE RESULTOF ESCALATIONONLY)

PRELIMINARYLASERDESIGN- IN PROGRESS

EXPERIMENTALPROGRANTO ESTABLISHTARGET

DES16N- IN PROGRESS

I mentioned earlier that at Los Alamos we have

done implosion experiments with glass lasers since

October of 1973 and we believe we have measured

compressions in targets formed of glass micro-

balloons as early as November of ’73. I would like

to show you a typical firing sequence for this type

of target and some of the results. Shown in Fig. 6

is what we call the Los Alamos ball-and-disc target.

It consists of a glass microsphere about the size of

the grain of sand, mounted on a plastic disc. The

colors you see are a prism effect from a very thin

plastic disc which is only a few hundred atomic

diameters thick and is used to absorb and transport

the energy down to the balloon. This tiny target

which is almost invisible to the naked eye is

mounted inside the target interaction chamber shown

in Fig. 7. Clustered around this chamber in seeming

disarray, but actually in careful alignment, are

various detectors such as neutron detectors, x-ray

detectors, pumping systems to provide the vacuum,

alignment telescopes, television systems, etc.

Within the darkened chamber (Fig. 8) there is a lens

which focuses the two laser beams on the target,

which is held in a thin metal foil. There is an x-

ray pinhole camera shown here which photographs the

x-ray emission from the target to measure the com-

pression. Next (Fig. 9) we see a greatly magnified

photograph of an actual experiment. The tiny ball-

5
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and-disc target, heated to temperatures of millions

of degrees, appears as a white spot in the center of

the thin metal target holder. The remainder of the

light is produced by material expanding from the

target. In the corner of the photograph one can see

a shock wave generated by the collision of expanding

target material with a diagnostic instrument. The

results of such an experiment are shown in Fig. 10.

The x-ray pinhole photograph is shown in the upper

part of the figure. A weak implosion produces a

smoke ring pattern in the photograph which has a

diameter equal to the original diameter of the glass

shell. A strong implosion produces a bright center

when the material from the shell collapses and col-

lides at very high velocity. If one scans these

photographs with an instrument which measures the

darkness on the film, we obtain curves such as this

where the hole in the center is clearly visible at

the right and the peak is visible in the photograph

at the left. Data of this type have been taken

since October 1973.

In swnnary, we are optimistic about the future

of laser fusion, and the possibility of generating

large thermonuclear yields from laser pellets. We

believe that, within the program, we have a near

optimum mixture of target theory and experiments,

laser development, and advanced laser research. If

the past is an indication of the future, we are op-

timistic about the possibility of developing econom-

ic lasers and about the possibility of new and ex-

citing spinoffs from this program. We believe that

the applications of laser fusion and its spinoffs

to both civilian and military problems will be sig-

nificant during the next decade. Laser fusion will

not contribute to civilian energy requirements in

the next two decades, but it may well be the most

important source of energy in the following years.

. .

. .
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